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With close to 100 years experience with boiler system deliveries we 
have developed a culture for quality, reliability and tailor made 
solutions. Our service engineers, technicians and supervisors are highly 
experienced and are therefore able to make qualified decisions in the 
field, thus saving valuable time and money for the client. 

Parat Halvorsen AS is located with its main office in Flekkefjord, 
Norway. this is also the location of our service headquarters and 
training centre. In close vicinity to two airports we have a short 
dispatch time and can mobilize very quickly if necessary. 
PARAT is also represented with an office in South Korea. 

In close cooperation with STEP Consolidated we also have offices, 
workshops and qualified personnel in Portugal, Romania, Namibia 
and Brazil. 

Parat Halvorsen takes pride in every 
delivery. Our service team is dedicated 
to provide worldwide support of the 
highest standards and quality. 
Our experts stand ready to dispatch 
to any corner of the globe to ensure 
that the customer receives the best 
possible solution to any challenge. 



INSPECTIONS AND SURVEYS
For complicated or unspecified projects we can provide highly 
experienced senior boiler experts to perform inspections or surveys 
offshore, in voyage or at site/yard - worldwide. Detailed reports 
with recommendations will be provided shortly after the inspection. 
the reports serve as a basis for detailed quotations for necessary 
repair, maintenance or modifications. 

ENGINEERING
Parat Halvorsen aS has a highly experienced staff of engineers and 
specialists, covering all relevant disciplines from Mechanical and 
thermodynamic through process, electrical, control system/PLC and 
instrumentation to piping and layout. as Parat Halvorsen aS has been 
designing and constructing boilers for almost 100 years, we know our 
way around most boiler and pressure equipment related challenges 
and can quickly provide a detailed and optimal solution to just about 
any problem we are faced with. In addition to detailed discipline 
engineering, we perform full planning and execution of all assignments 
including, but not limited to the following activities:

�  Detailed project execution plans
�  Work procedures and material specifications for class approval
�  Class approved WPS/WPQs

PARAT Halvorsen AS engineers 
work with state-of-the-art 
3D modelling and analysis 
software.
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REPAIRS, mODIfICATIONS AND UPGRADES
Parat Halvorsen aS, in cooperation with StEP Consolidated have 
an extensive number of experienced and certified work teams ready 
to take on any service assignment around the globe. the following 
list is an example of services we provide worldwide. 

�  Global voyage repairs of boilers and pressure equipment
�  Burner service
�  Combustion 
�  re-tubing of boilers and heat exchangers
�  Modernization and upgrades of control systems
�  MGO/MDO upgrades
�  tailor made replacements
�  Boiler refractory

Replacement boilers
Parat Halvorsen aS can provide complete replacement 
boilers in cases where repairs are not a viable solution. 
We provide tailor made units that are optimized to the 
existing operating philosophy of the boiler plant. 

We can replace any boiler and ensure maximum reutilization 
of existing equipment such as burners and instrumentation. 
Parat can perform the complete replacement operation 
including all mechanical work on the vessel structure. 

Quality and reliability is 
achieved through close 
cooperation between 
engineers and technicians.



Boiler upgrade packages
Parat Halvorsen aS has solid experience with upgrading and 
optimizations of existing boiler systems. typical upgrade packages that 
can be provided are:

�  Control panel with new burner
�  Control panel with burner, pressure and level regulating system 

all upgrade packages are available with a PLC that can be mirrored in a 
separate panel in the engine control room. 

Spare parts
Your advantages when you choose Parat Halvorsen aS as your spare 
parts supplier.

�  Parat Halvorsen aS is an experienced boiler maker with a   
 reputation for high quality
�  OEM manufactured spare parts and components or tailor made  
 components from our own factory
�  Quick response and accurate delivery
�  Comprehensive stock of all vital parts

DOCUmENTATION
To ensure full traceability of every activity in the project Parat 
Halvorsen aS will provide complete documentation. typical elements 
contained in this documentation package are:

�  Material record book
�  test reports 
�  Class approval documents
�  Data sheets
�  IOMs

COmmISSIONING
After installation and hook up is finalized Parat will send a 
commissioning engineer to perform commissioning and start up of 
the completed plant. the Parat engineer will perform all necessary 
tests together will 3rd party inspectors to ensure full class 
approval prior to handover. 

Training
an important part of the hand-over is to ensure that the operators are 
up to date on the revised system. the commissioning engineer will 
perform the necessary on-site training. 



PARAT REmOTE mONITORING SYSTEm
all new Parat Control systems with PLC based logic have the option to include a remote monitoring 
and control function. this can enable web-based remote monitoring of the boiler plant from anywhere 
in the world. In addition it is possible to include online troubleshooting and upgrades of control software 
from the Parat Halvorsen aS Service Centre in Norway. 

CERTIfICATIONS AND ACCREDITATIONS
PARAT Halvorsen AS is a highly certified company and we design and 
fabricate boilers and pressure vessels according to all known standards 
and classifications. 
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